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Abstract— There are a lot of upcoming and new evolving 

diseases that the humans cannot predict. These diseases are 

found and analysed in the last stages and feel helpless in 

saving the humans. If we could determine the disease and 

predict in the early stages, human lives can be saved much 

more than we can imagine. So Genomic and Proteomic 

Dataset (GPD) is created, which integrates the most relevant 

sources of bio information. This dataset helps the user to 

find their genetic diseases that they obtained from their 

families in advance. The hospitals can make use of these 

data to keep track on their patient’s health. Cross ontology is 

used to evaluate the gene test values from three ontologies 

for determining the genetic disease. We compare the cellular 

component, molecular function and biological process 

values between the input values and the average values. If 

any two of the input values are greater than the normal 

genetic values then the person is prone to extrinsic diseases 

or else intrinsic diseases. The diseases obtained as the result 

of cross ontology is integrated with the miRNA – 

transcription factor interactive diseases using the fusion 

technique. Disease updation is used to optimize the diseases 

from the above interactions and update the diseases 

whenever new diseases are encountered. Tree 

Representation gives us the complete structure of genetic 

diseases identified by various process, their symptoms and 

cure for the particular diseases to the associated user.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Many genomic and proteomic data are scattered in many 

distributed and heterogeneous data sources. This is due to 

the developing technologies in the field of medical research. 

There are different approaches of analysis to get bio 

information[1]. Data mining techniques are used to gather 

information from various data sources. This is the most 

popular technique used in the medical field[5]. The genomic 

and proteomic dataset that we created contains all the bio 

information necessary for the biologist to diagnose the 

genetic diseases. These information are gathered from a lot 

of databases and websites all over the world[2]. Cross 

ontology provides the list of intrinsic and extrinsic diseases 

according to the molecular function, biological process and 

cellular components[4]. The diseases from the cross 

ontology is ordered in the database according to the severity 

of their impact on the human body [3]. These diseases are 

integrated with the diseases of miRNA values and 

Transcription Factor (TF) values by the fusion technique. 

This fusion technique provides us more accurate diseases. 

Then the diseases are ordered by their priority and finally 

the gene attacked diseases for the person is found and 

represented as a tree[6]. This helps every individual human 

being to determine their genetic diseases without any 

difficult analysis. 

II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

A. System Architecture 

In Fig.1, the geneID is obtained from the user and the 

associated geneID is retrieved from the dataset along with 

the diseaseID and disease names. Filtering based on 

diseaseID is performed on all the diseaseID related to the 

associated geneID and stored in the database. Then the 

Molecular Function (MF), Biological Process (BP), Cellular 

Components (CC) values are obtained from the user and 

cross ontology is performed to differentiate between 

extrinsic and intrinsic diseases. Fusion technique is used to 

integrate the diseases obtained out of the values from 

miRNA, transcription factor and cross ontology. Disease 

Updation is used to update the recent diseases according to 

the values. Finally the genetic diseases, their preventive 

measures, symptoms are displayed in the form of tree. 

 
Fig. 1: Genetic Disease Identification and Medical 

Diagnosis 

B. Methodology Used 

1) Gene Ontology 

User enters their geneID and their molecular function 

values, biological process values and cellular component 

values in order to find whether they have intrinsic or 

extrinsic diseases as in Fig.2. In cross ontology MF, BP, CC 

values of the users geneID is compared with Related 

geneID’s(RgID) in the database and average values for MF, 

BP, CC is found.  
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                Fig. 2: Flow diagram of gene ontology 

If the normal protein value of human is lower than 

that of calculating cross ontology value is said to be 

Intrinsic. If the normal protein value of human is higher than 

that of calculating cross ontology value is said to be 

extrinsic and the algorithm is given below: 

get MF, BP, CC values from user 

    find average values of MF, BP, CC from RgID 

          if user(MF, BP, CC) greater than RgID(MF, BP, CC) 

              display extrinsic diseases 

          else 

               display intrinsic diseases 

C. Filtering Based on DiseaseId 

The geneID obtained from the user is matched against the 

database and the related geneID, disease name, diseaseID is 

retrieved as shown in Fig.3. The filtering based on diseaseID 

is performed on the retrieved diseaseID and the sorted 

disease list is obtained as the result. 

 
Fig. 3: Filtering based on diseaseID 

The Pseudo code for filtering based on diseaseID is given 

below:  

for each geneID check RgID 

   if RgID exists 

       select diseaseID(RgID) 

       for each diseaseID(RgID) 

              if diseaseID(RgID) equals diseaseID(RgID) 

              increment 

display diseaseID(RgID) in descending order 

D. Fusion Technique 

In this module, we use a fusion technique to integrate both 

cross ontology and miRNA-TF interactive diseases. The 

resulting diseases obtained from the miRNA, TF values are 

integrated along with the diseases obtained from the cross 

ontology. In Fig.4, the disease A represents the disease from 

miRNA and TF values and disease B represents the diseases 

from the cross ontology values. 

 
Fig. 4: Fusion Technique 

E. Disease Updation 

An approach to identify miRNA and transcription factors 

co-regulatory modules (miRNA-TF-gene) is essential. The 

diseases common between miRNA, TF and the cross 

ontology’s result is obtained first and then the diseases 

common between any two of these is obtained second and 

the remaining diseases are obtained next. As the value 

changes the result keeps on updating. 

F. Tree Structure 

Tree gives us the complete structure of the process 

performed in the system along with the genetic diseases 

found, their symptoms, images and the preventive measures. 

And also the detailed text document of the diseases for the 

future use by the people.    

III. EVALUATION 

The graph gives us the relationship between the values 

obtained from the user and the average values that we found 

from the system. If any two values obtained from the user is 

greater than the average value then user will be attacked by 

extrinsic gene diseases (see Fig.5).From the graph (see 

Fig.6) we can easily find if any two values are less than the 

average values then it is intrinsic diseases. If the input 

values are equal to the average values then the person is 

normal and free from any genetic diseases. 

 
Fig. 5: Extrinsic Disease 
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Fig. 6: Intrinsic Disease 

In Table 1, the miRNA and tf values for the related 

gene ID’s is difficult to identify. But by our system we have 

identified the miRNA and tf values for the geneID and also 

cross ontology category. 

 
Table 1: The miRNA, tf, gene, cross ontology for few 

geneID’s. 

IV. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

The progresses in biotechnology and genetic engineering 

has led to the increase in number of homogeneous and 

heterogeneous data. Our work has tackled them by 

developing a novel and generalized way to define and easily 

maintain the updated information and extend an integration 

of many evolving and heterogeneous data sources. Our 

approach proved useful to extract biomedical knowledge 

about complex biological processes and diseases. Scholars 

know that common diseases and even rare diseases can run 

in families. If one generation of a family has heart diseases 

then the next generation is likely to have the same diseases. 

This is because of genes of the family so a family history 

can be used as another diagnostic tool and help guide 

decisions on genetic testing for the patient and at-risk family 

members. Family history holds important information about 

the family members past and future life and we aim to 

include family history as a part of our system. 
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